
human rights

i hope you have clear facts to back your decisions and not just the CDC recommend, or the state said or else we withhold funds.
you will ultimately be the ones accountable for any damages done to the students your supposed to protect.
unfortunately the damage is already done.

 
State Unconstitutional and Illegal Actions:

Violation of Your Oath of Office: You have sworn an oath to uphold the Constitution of the
State of Washington and the Constitution of the United States of America. You have failed to
uphold both of these constitutions. We live in America and are free to live our lives without
restrictions, abuse and unlawful mandates from elected government officials. Mandates are
not enforceable laws. As an elected public servant, you have no jurisdiction or authority to
create or enforce mandates.

Practicing Medicine Without a License – You and everyone employed by this County, district
such as county commissioners, teachers and administrators have engaged in the practice of
medicine without a license, which is a violation of state law.  You’re recommending medical
procedures, vaccination, with a wholly NON FDA approved product, that is licensed under an
EUA.  Meaning it’s experimental and cannot be advertised at all, per federal law.  And you
have NON doctors recommending it to adults or children – with NO informed consent.  How
can you give informed consent when the ingredients in these vaccinations won’t even be
released to the public until August 2022?

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act: To enforce the constitutional right to vote, to confer
jurisdiction upon the district courts of the United States to provide injunctive relief against
discrimination in public accommodations, to authorize the attorney General to institute suits
to protect constitutional rights in public facilities and public education, to extend the
Commission on Civil Rights, to prevent discrimination in federally assisted programs, to
establish a Commission on Equal Employment Opportunity, and for other purposes.
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Illegally creating and/or enforcing policies on minors in order to attend school violates their
civil right to attend school as citizens of the United States of America. Restricting children’s
freedoms and forcing them to wear a mask that is dangerous and has no concrete scientific
backing is in direct violation of their civil rights. 

i hope you can produce some factual information showing otherwise.

regards


